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Computer control at its most
accurate and convenient
The primary function of a tuner is to bring in the station
you want precisely and accurately, whether ii 's near or
far. Using the latest circuit designs and devices, we've
made our tuner from the SUPER DIGIFINE series, the
FX-1010TN, more sensitive, selective and interference
resistant than ever- the reason the tuner is able to
provide wide dynamic range, low noise and low
distortion , and wide frequency response . It's also
extremely easy to use, thanks to the amazing power of
an advanced microprocessor.

Reception servo for
optimum reception
The recept ion servo in the
FX-1010TN ensures the best
reception from any station, almost
anywhere. A bUilt-in micro
processor detects the strength of
a tuned station and compares it
against the degree of Interference
from adjacent stations. Then,
depending on the degree of
interference, the microprocessor
selects the optimum operation
mode for front-end, IF and multi
plex decoder stages (adjusting
such parameters as RF gain, IF
bandwidth, Quieting Slope Control
and mono / ste reo). Therefore ,
when Interference is exceSSive,
a narrow IF bandwidth is aulomat l
cally chosen to prevent nOise . And
if there's no interference, then
a wide IF bandwidth is automati
cally selected to give you remark-

Features for low noise and
low distortion
ably clear sound When a signal
level is overly strong, the RF
gain is reduced to avoid
saturation di stortion: when it's
weak, sensitivity is increased
Moreover, th e tuner is equipped
with inputs to connect two anten
nas : each may be orienled for the
best reception of stations in
diametrical oppo sition to the other
Conveniently, the position of
ant ennas, A or S, may be stored in
memory slation by station, wh ich
allows most precise reception from
any sta ti on, wilhout multipath
distortion .
To add to convenience , the
selected paramelers are clearly
indlcaled on a large fluore scen t
di splay, lelling you quickly confirm
tuning statu s.

Flowchart 01 Optimum Reception Servo System
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JVC uses components and devices
to ensure lowest possible noise
and distortion and widest dynamic
range from your favorite stations.
"Opticallnk" system

mutu al interference and nOise ·,d
the digital control section, whiG!'
can be 8 source of noise
generation, is fully shielded 10
contain noise .
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Beatfess P
The "Opt icalink" system is one
de veloped by JVC to ensure
highest pUrity from your lavorile
slations. It uses eleven
photocouplers (each consisting of
a photoemilier and photosensor)
to electrically decouple the analog
from fhe digital section . As a result,
interference between the two due
to elecfrlc coupt lng is completel y
eliminated. This puts an end to
digital noise and removes any trace
of muddiness from the sound you
hear
In the FX-1010TN, each of the
analog/tuner, digital control and
"Optlcalink" sections is mounted
on its own PC board to shut oul

The FX-1011
multiplex ci
lilters out b

Inside view Of the FX-1010TN

Preset cancel
Use this feature to skip undesired
preset stations during preset scan .

Program memory

varica, ~ , makes It as sensitive,
select e and resistant to
interiE <;! nce as a front end using
an ela 'orate 5-ganged tuning
capac "' f. Therefore, the slgnal-to
noise ;.tio and Interierence
reject,r,n capability are outstand ing .
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Low- i tortlon IF section
The II' ectlon of the FX-1010TN
featur . 3 ceramic filters coupled
with a ·1 tortion reduction circuit
lor be -'r phase response and low
distori'.)n .
PLL elector
A PLL letector combines low
distor l n and high signal-to-noise
ratio fr ynamic and wide-range
sounc

Beatle1s PLL multiplex circuit
The F" 1010TN uses a new PLL
multip • circuit that electrically
lilters II beat nOise-noise

resulting from two or more
frequencies interfering with one
another. In a convenlional CR-Iype
MPX circuit using a VCO (Voltage 
Controlled Oscillalor), however, a
device called an "anll-birdie filter"
is used 10 remove beat noise , but
the coils in the circuit tend to
degrade Signal quality. In our
beatless multiplex CIrcuit,
moreover, a pilot canceller is
featured to suppress the leakage of
the pilot signal, thus obviating the
need for a 19kHz filter, another
component that would harm sound
qualily.

Active filter
To prevent leakage of Ihe 38kHz
subcarrier contained in a stereo
broadcast, an LC filter built from
coils and capaCitors IS commonly
used, but, due 10 Ihe magnetic
distorlion the core of Ihe cOil
causes, this system tends to
degrade sound quality. In the
FX-l0l0TN, however, an acllve
filter has replaced the passive LC
filter ; with cOils ehmlnaled, il
provides better high-frequency
response , wider separation and
higher signal-to-noise ratio .

Computer-controlled
operating ease
With the help of poweriul
microcomputers, we've also
improved tuning ease 01 the
FX-l01OTN Iremendously.

Up to eight "events " (broadca sts)
can be programmed for sequential
recall under the control of an
optional timer.

AutoQSC
The Auto Quieting Slope Control
Circuit automatically goes Into
action to reduce noise when a
station signal is weak .

dB-referenced signal strength
Indicator
Station name display
You can assign up to six
alphanumeric characters to each
presel station In the memory
"JAZZ-8," lor instance .

Auto memory
All 40 FMIAM stations can be
automatically tuned in sequence
and committed 10 memory as
presets.

Random preset memory
You can preset as many as 40 FMI
AM stations in random order.
There's a numeric keypad that
allows direct access to any of 40
stations.

Preset scan
All preset FM I AM slations can be
automatically sampled one by one
for approximately 5 seconds each.

Read off the signal strength of a
tuned station accurately down to
1dB-a convenienc e when
orienting antennas .

Variable stop level
Adjust FMI AM muting threshold in
5dB steps over a range during auto
tuning . The variable stop level
feature lets you adjust the
threshOld from 20dB to 60dB for
FM , and from 60dB to 90dB for
AM. When you use a higher levet ,
you'll receive only powerful , ctear
sounding stations, With weak
stations muted out. Or, when you
choose a low level, all receivable
stations are tuned In.

Record calibration slgnaf
generator
Record calibration signal generator
outputs a standard 400Hz signal
for recording level adjustment. So,
you can easily set the recording
level for different broadcasts or
types 01 tape ,
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